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INSIDE:
L O O k , U p i n t h e S k y : Professor James
Van Raton spent part of his summer studying the proper way
to teach astronomy. Page 2.

Thc Kings

Players present "Catacombs," a story of persecution, faith
and survival. Showtimes arc 8 p.m. and 11 p.m., Friday,
Sept. 2 and 11 p.m., Saturday, Sept. 3. Page 3

CAMPUS IMPROVEMENTS: DcMoss
Hall and University Boulevard received a face-lift over thc
summer. Find out thc details about these new improvements.
Page 3.
IN OUR OPINION:

Students shouldn't be
shaken-up by shake-ups in thc curriculum. Wc should look
ahead and keep our eyes on thc larger vision — thc spirit of
Liberty. Page 4.

THIS WEEK'S COMMENTARY:
With recent drops in thc
number of recruits joining
thc U.S. military, thc service is putting more
emphasis on recruiting
women. This week, the
Liberty Champion, examines thc issue of women
serving in thc armed
forces.
Will this new
recruitment strategy lead to
a stronger, better military
— or is another Tailhook
scandal on the horizon?
Page 5.

ANSWERS

PLEASE:

The Liberty
Champion's man on the street asks "What do you think is
themost significant change on campus?" Page 6.

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT:

So, what are
these house dorms like? This article will give you a first person account of what life is like in a true "home away from
home." Page 6.

from Staff Reports
Liberty University has
released several faculty members, scaled back some sport
programs, restructured the
curriculum and eliminated
some of thc majors previously offered.
Liberty's president, Dr. A.
Pierre Guillermin, explained
that, although the decision to
restructure the curriculum
was made suddenly during
the summer, such changes
had been discussed and anticipated for several years.
"Much of what we did was
the result of two to three years
of analysis," Guillermin
explained. "Three years ago

LIFESTYLE:

Attention freshmen! Welcome to
, , , This week's Lifestyle page was designed with you in
mind. Rip it out and keep it with your ID — it's just as important, and you'll use it again and again. Page 7.

SPORTING NEWS: The 1994 Flames football
team — Tilled with new, exciting talent — prepares for the
upcoming season. This time, the playoffs may finally be well
within its reach. Page 8.
CHANGE IN SPORTS:

The wrestling team
was disbanded over thc summer and thc golf team had it's
budget cut. How will these changes affect Liberty's sports
program? Page 8.

COLUMNIST: The Liberty
Champion's newest sports columnist, Steve Strout, addresses America's love of sports and the way it shapes the mind of
thc avid sports fan. Page 8.

THE FORECAST:

wc asked the Dean's Council
to begin studying and revising these programs."
Thc president said thc actual restructuring process started as a result of thc May
meeting of thc Board of
Trustees, when thc Financial
Oversight Committee determined it was necessary to
reduce expenditure.
"This resulted in the
restructuring of thc administration, the revision of the
curriculum and thc reduction
of faculty and staff," the president said.
Before putting the changes
into place, Guillermin said he
consulted SACS, education
consultants and administra-

tors at other schools. Thc
concensus of opinion led to
three steps, thc president said:
one consolidate majors; two,
increase class-size; and three,
raise thc student-faculty ratio.
"Thc more majors you
have, the greater the demand
for certain crcdcntialcd faculty," Guillermin said. "By
consolidating your majors
you are automatically having
an impact on personnel."
Thc president said that
classes with only 10 or 15
stuccnts in them arc not economically feasible.
Liberty is not alone in
restructuring,
Guillermin
add:d.
"Colleges and universities

all over thc nation arc going
through thc process of revising their curriculum," he said.
For example, Virginia told all
of its state-run colleges that
they had to restructure.
"Wc just happen to be at the
forefront of a national trend of
reducing expenditure for education," Guillermin explained.
The changes made this summer were not specifically a
part of Liberty's overall debtrestructuring plan, Guillermin
said, but were designed to
help with the school's indebtedness in general.
"We're maximizing the faculty's service to thc students,"
thc president said. "(To do so)
we're restructuring thc con-

tent and broadening the scope
of courses."
Also related to finances.
Liberty
University was
placed on financial warning
by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools.
Guillermin
emphasized
that SACS's warning had
nothing to do with academic
programs
or
academic
integrity. "(SACS) felt we
were carrying too much
debt for an institution our
size," he said.
Liberty will stay on financial warning for a year,
Guillermin said, and will
then be reviewed. The total
See Curriculum, Page 3

Third Block Party counted successful
By KIRSTIN SIMPSON
Champion Reporter

The third semi-annual LU
Block Party, attracting more
than 3,000 students and faculty, was counted as a success
said student director of activities James Beck.
"The Block Party was phenomenal. The response that
we got from the school was
great," Beck said. "We had
more activities than we've
ever had."
"It was rocking. Everyone
was down there having a
blast, " said Mike Kenney, a
sophomore from Los Angeles.
Activities at thc Block
Party, held in the DeMoss
parking lot on Tuesday. Aug,
23, included an air twister,
golf swing, speed pitch, airball, bouncy boxing, gyro,
portable basketball hoops and
pingpong tables.
The event also had a dunk-

ing tank where faculty such as
Dr. Elmer Towns and Dr.
David Beck were dunked.
"Thc best part of the Block
Party was seeing my friends
whom I haven't seen in a long
time," said Michael Haffcy, a
sophomore from Kingsland,
Ga.
After spinning uncontrollably on the two-man gyro
ride, freshmen Stephanie
Linier and Wendy Warburto
declared that the ride was
"awesome."
Students also got the
chance to win free T-shirts,
one month of free passes to
Courtsidc gym, two free dinners at Applebecs, discounts
at the Drowsy Poet and Papa
John's and a CD player.
"I think the Block Party
provides a wide variety of
things to do. It is a time to not
only socialize but it also gives
See Party, Page 3

photo by Jason Chrislofi

BUMP, SET, SPIKE — Three unidentified students enjoy themselves playing
Bouncy Volleyball at the Block Party. The party, held Tuesday, Aug. 23, featured
activities such as a dunking tank, a putting green and a two-man gyro ride. The
3,000 visitors to the Block Party were also able to enjoy festive foods such as cotton
candy and snow cones.

Deans make changes to the Liberty Way
By JAYSON T. BLAIR
Champion Reporter

NEW
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Liberty restructures curriculum
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Evangelist Pat Robertson
launches a national campaign to feed America's poor, hungry
and disaster-stricken. Students are welcome to contribute
food and time. Page 2.
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After reviewing the student
rule's handbook, the Liberty
Way, university officials made
changes to tighten and clarify
campus rules, Mark Hine,
dean of students, said.
During the semester's first
convocation Chancellor Jerry
Falwell, reminded students
that the Liberty Way will be
the "law of the land" for the
next nine months. "This is the
Liberty Way. Read it well," he
said. "This will be the way of
life for (this school year)."
Hine said school officials
revised thc handbook specifi-

cally for this year, after
reviewing the Liberty Way
line by line.
The dean said that the
adjustments will benefit students by making the campus
rules clearer. "The regulation
changes will help students. If
students know what is expected of them, it is easy for them
to follow," Hine said.
He added that there will be
significant changes in the
enforcement of campus rules
as well. "There is an emphasis
on following what's in this
document," he explained.
Part of this enforcement
involves toughening the punishments for infractions. For

"The regulation
. changes will help
students. If students
know what is
expected of them, it
is easy for them to
follow."
Mark Hine
Dean of Students
example, instead of receiving
one to three rcprcmands for
being out of dress code, students now automatically
receive four — a S25 fine.
All reprimand-related fines
have been raised, Hine said,

from S15 to S25 for four reprimands, from S30 to S40 for
eight and from S60 to S70 for
12.
Shane Carter, a resident
assistant in Dorm 5, said the
changes in the Liberty Way
will define the rules and make
them easier to enforce. "The
more specific it is, the less
guesses we have to make,"
Carter said. "There is a line.
It is not wide, it is narrow. It
is not gray, it is black."
One of the significant
changes in this year's Liberty
Way is thc time and place students must be in class dress.
In previous years, students
were only required to be in

class dress during classes,
services and while they were
in the academic and administrative buildings — and only
until 3:30 p.m.
This year, students must be
dressed formally from breakfast to 4:30 p.m., unless they
are participating in some type
of athletic activity.
In defense of the dress
code, Hine said, "Some people say that Liberty is in a
bubble, and it's not real life.
Liberty University is as real
as it's going to get. Down the
road, people arc going -to
have to do things that are
See Rules, Page 2

Holiday Inn home to some
returning Liberty students
name, with double occupancy
possible. He estimated that
Champion Reporter
there were about 90 LU stuj
As the school year starts for dents staying at the hotel.
the Liberty University 1994Despite the overflow,
1995 student body, some of
Bailey said security was no
thc returning students were problem for either the univermet with interesting housing sity students or thc hotel,
situations that were only
because Liberty sent resident
recently rectified.
assistants to maintain order
and a cohesive atmosphere.
As of April, more than
Though moving into a hotel
3,000 potential students, both
new and returning, had their may not be what students
applications on file. As the expect when they return, this
numbers continued to grow,
is Liberty's second brush with
the administration was faced
the world of hotel housing.
with the dilemma of filling all
Bailey said that a similar
the students somewhere. Thc
overcrowding
incident
answer?
The Lynchburg occurred approximately 10
Holiday Inn.
years ago, and this is the secMike Bailey, general man- ond time the hotel has opened
ager for the Holiday Inn, stal- its doors to the student body.
ed that 45 rooms had been
This time, upperclassmen
reserved under Liberty's who did not have a room
By SARAH PARSHALL

reserveg were given vouchers
for thc Holiday Inn, for which
the
university
paid.
Transportation to and from
campus was provided by
thc LU shuttle service.
According to Baity, the students had mixed feelings
about being housed in the
hotel. "Reactions were varied
— some liked it so much they
wanted to stay for the year,
others complained thai they
were inconvicnccd," he staled.
Sally Gonzales, a fifth year
student who stayed at the
hotel, was still driving around
with a car full of belongings
as of Aug. 25. She said she
registered on Aug. 22, and
was told at thc Sup Station
Sec Inn, Page 3
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Teacher studies stars this summer
By MICHELF, CALLAHAN
Champion Reporter

While many students and professors were headed for the beach or
home, at least one Liberty professor
was spending his time in class.
Dr. James Van Eaton, a professor in the mathematics department, spent some of his vacation
time in Green Bank, W. Va., participating in a short course program offered by the National
Science Foundation.
Van Eaton said he has "more than
a little interest" in astronomy, and
would eventually like to sec a
stronger emphasis on this field
developed at Liberty.
In anticipation of such a development, the course offered this
summer, "Teaching Introductory
Astronomy," would help prepare
Van Eaton for just that.
Taught by a widely respected

astronomer. Dr. Gareth WynnWilliams of the University of
Hawaii, the course was designed
to aid in the instructing of
astronomy, with information covering such topics ranging from
how to prepare astronomy syllabi to
what resources are available for use
in the classroom.
However, Van Eaton has already
had exposure to astronomy through
graduate work in that field.
Although astronomy is not currently part of the curriculum at
Liberty, there is a unit in Physical
Science 101 that explores this area
of study.
Van Eaton said he is looking forward to incorporating the Bible and
Scriptural principles in this class.
He is awed at "how God revealed
Himself, even before the written
Word," and is looking forward to
sharing that with his students.
Other avenues arc available for

Robertson launches
convoy to feed hungry
By JANETTA CAMPBELL
Champion Reporter

Operation Blessing's "Hunger
Strike Force Convoy '94," a nationwide campaign to combat the
nation's hunger crisis, lauched a
food distribution program to help
feed starving inner-city Americans.
The program started July 20 in New
York City.
The program, headed by religious broadcaster Pat Robertson,
provides fruit, vegetables and nonperishable food items not only to
the nation's hungry, but also to disaster victims.
•It works with local churches to
obtain volutccrs and it uses its own
professional staff.
"Five million Americans go to
bed hungry each night. We don't
believe this should happen in
America," Robertson said.
Robertson said he believes the
organization can do more than meet
the physical needs of people.
"They'll also get something in their
spirits; no welfare agency can do
that," he said.
A representative of Operation

Blessing said the program's purpose was more to minister to people
spiritual needs as well as their
physical needs. "They're handing
out Bibles along with the food," the
representative explained. "Any
type of committment is something
more of a gift. It's not a condition
to receive food."
The campaign began in New
York and made several stops
throughout the country in Chicago;
Charleston, W.Va.; Washington,
D.C.; and Virginia Beach, Va. On
Wednesday, Aug. 24, the convoy
was scheduled to be in Miami for
food distribution.
Other stops include Alanta,
Dallas and Los Angeles. Other
major cities will be targeted as the
campaign moves eastward across
the nation.
In previous years, this program
has provided approximately S416
million in assistance in helping
more than 99 million people worldwide, including a special effort to
allciviate hunger in the United
States. More information about the
program can be obtained by calling
1-800-CONVOY-3.

students who arc interested in
studying the field of astronomy.
The facility at Green Bank —
including several radio telescopes
— is open for use, and could possibly be a field trip destination for
future astronomy students.
Also, the University of Virginia
houses three reflecting telescopes
which arc made available to the
public twice a year.
In the past, groups of about 20
students have made the trek to
Charlottesville to take part in
UVa.'s Open House, both in the
spring and fall of 1993.
Van Eaton said he would like to
see more opportunities become
available for students who arc interested in astronomy.
If one of these opportunities is a
new astronomy program, the university will not have to look far for
someone with experience to help
develop it.

HOW STRONG IS YOUR FAITH — "Catacombs," a drama presented by the King's Players,
looks into the future when Christians are forced to decide if they should reject their faith or
accept death. The play continues at 8 and 11 p.m, Fri., Sept. 2 and at 11 p.m. Sat. Sept. 3.

Rules
Continued from Page 1
inconvenient, and they will want to
do it another way. We are in the
business of training professionals."
Though he does not expect any
more new changes to the dress policy, Hine said, "There may be some
inconvenience issues that arc
looked at."
Hine said that when he was
attending Liberty University—
then Liberty Baptist College — students were required to wear what

we now call class dress all day,
everywhere.
"We roller skated in ties, we
bowled in ties," he said.
Another new rule this year is that
students are required to sit with
their dorms in convocation.
Some students and faculty speculate that a fight that broke out during a convocation service last
semester upset school officials.
Another change involves curfew,
wheih was changed from 12:15

a.m. to midnight. Hine said he did
not know the reason for the change.
Also, Resident Assistants now
have to check students' dormitory
rooms for cleanliness during the
convocation hour every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, instead of
doing it on Sunday mornings.
In addition, on Sunday mornings,
students arc now required to leave
their hall for safety checks from
9:30 to 10:30
Hine said he believed the rule
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changes arc fair to the students, and
they shouldn't waste time complaining about them.
"Like many other students I
started out complaining and griping (about the rules.) But, my life
became a lot simpler when I chose
to follow them."
Generally, he said, the new student rule policies are up-to-date
and just.
"The regulations have been
adjusted for the times," he said.
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The Liberty Champion has to offer. We meet in DeMoss Hall Rm. 109 every MWF at 3:20.
Come on aboard, you' 11 be glad you did!
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Campus, library spruced up over summer
New two-way road
changes traffic
patterns by DeMoss

"We added almost
2,000 square feet of
sitting space to the
library in order to
provide sufficient
sitting space for the
students..."

By IVETTE HASSAN
Champion Reporter

It was a summer of change for
much of the Liberty University
campus, as new construction was
David Barnett
completed and old structures were
Dean of Library Services
repaired.
One of the most obvious changes
to all returning students was the
room with some plants placed in
Barnctt said the changes are to
wall constructed in DeMoss Hall,
the soil area.
allow the library to increase its
right next to the library.
service capability for the students.
Some of the other additions seen
David Barnctt, dean of library
"We are making substantial
in the school library arc the leisure
services, said the new wall was
improvements," he said. "We're
seats in the periodical room, a new
designed to give the LU library
heading in the right direction."
microphone reader/printer for
more space.
microfilms and another Pro-Quest
Another change made on campus
"We added almost 2,000 square
CD-ROM (Read Only Memory)
over the summer is the two-way
feet of sitting space to the library
research center.
traffic pattern between the Vines
in order to provide sufficient sitCenter and the old cafeteria
Barnctt said the addition of the
ting space for the students who
second Pro-Quest will be very
Due to the new two-way traffic
want to study, to come study
helpful, especially at night, when
there, two stop signs were placed in
here," the dean said.
two students can obtain informafront of the Vines Center to help
In addition, he said that 80 new
tion from different CD-ROMs at
control and slow down traffic on
carrels will soon be placed in the
the same time.
University Boulevard.
library's room.
"Over 10,000 articles were print"The speed limit all over campus
"We also re-did the lightning, put
ed last year from the Pro-Quest we
is 15 miles per hour unless otherin new carpet, rc-paintcd the whole
have," he continued.
wise indicated," Security Chief
room and added an emergency
He emphaziscd that the changes
J. O. Renalds said.
door," Barnett added.
— particularly the new Pro-Quest
The primary benefit of the new
The small brick wall which
and the microphone reader/printer
two-way road is that it gives better
used to run through DeMoss Hall
access to the academic area, the
— will allow for more access to the
will stay in the library's additional
chief said.
library's information.
"Plus, it will assist in the movement on and off campus during special events in the Vines Center,"
Renalds added.

Truth delivers music
and message to students

From Staff Reports
Liberty University's concert season started Friday, Aug. 26, when
Truth performed in the Vines
Center for the first time.
"I liked it much better in the
Vines Center," said Ginger Harris, a
senior from Wisconsin. "It seemed
more professional."
Nearly 3,000 students attended
the concert, which is the first in
a series of five concerts that
Student Life has planned for the
fall semester.
"I think its great of Student Life

to bring in different Christian artists
free of charge to the student body,"
said Michelle Fannin, of Florida.
Truth is made up of two
women, four men and a band.
Two of the male vocalists graduated from Liberty University.
The group did songs from its latest
release, "Equation of Love."
"It was the best concert that Truth
has ever had, and I've seen them
twice before," said sophomore
Andrea Coggins.
The next guest scheduled for this
fall is Steven Curtis Chapman, who
will appear Sept. 16th.

Renalds said all students should
be familiar with the Traffic and
Parking Regulations handbook distributed to all students during the
students' check-in. "(Students
should) at least get familiar with
what is printed in bold in that handbook," he said.
Other changes on campus have to
do with university maintenance.
Jonathan Bobbcy, facilities manager, explained that some full-time
personnel were added to help
improve how maintenance jobs arc
done and to improve all-around
cleanliness.
"Each academic building has personnel to clean, set up morning and
night classes, etc.," Bobbcy stated.
Bobbcy added that a lot of painting and repairing was done in
DeMoss Hall.
"The majority of the old couches
which used to sit in DeMoss Hall
were removed; the 12 couches that
arc left arc permanently mounted.
They will be moved only if we need
to move them," Bobbcy said.
Bobbcy said one of his goals for
this year was to have all maintenance personnel to come back early
and start to clean up before all the
students arrived.
Unfortunately, he said, that goal
was impossible for the current year.
The few custodial workers that
were here early spent most of their
time putting 150-200 additional
beds in the dorms.
"Any changes that we made benefit the university as a whole," he
concluded.

Timbrook Square Laundermat
Timberlake Rd. next to Big Lots
Lounge area w/ TV
Quiet area for study
Wash and fold service

25% off wash on Wed.
with ad

Friday

Full-time Attendant

oiampwB (Unimbar
• Convocation speakers for
this week:
— Wednesday, Aug. 31 Academic Convocation. Dr.
Falwcll.
— Friday, Sept. 2 - Student
Government Association
— Monday, Sept. 5 - Student
Development. Dean Bruce
Tracgcr.
• The King's Players present
"Catacombs," a story of persecution, faith and survival.

This special late nitc activity
will be shown in the Lloyd
Auditorium of the Fine Arts
Center at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 2 and 11 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 3. Admission
is S2.25. Tickets can be purchased at the door.
• Steven Curtis Chapman
will be appearing on campus
Sept. 16.
For ticket information, call
Student Life at 2131.

Curriculum
Continued from Page 1
amount of the university's debt at
that point will determine the
school status.
"There's not really a relationship
between the two events," Norm
Wcstcrvclt, vice-president of financial affairs, said. "SACS' concern
was about long-term action they
took relative to the full amount of
our debt."
Wcstervelt added that Dr.
Falwcll is not overly concerned
about the action, because he feels
the debt will be paid off in the
near future.
The president said the school will
make sure that upperclassman are
not adversely affected.

"We have to protect the interest
of the juniors and seniors," he
explained. "We want to make sure
they graduate with a degree, on
time."
Addressing the future, the president said he did not anticipate
any additional faculty reductions
or course changes in the immediate future.
According
to
Guillcrmin,
Liberty's goal will be to continue
providing quality education but
also to reduce costs while doing so.
"We've got to find a way to
provide as strong an education
program as possible with less,"
he said.

Jewel Box
The Most for Jour Money.

The Finest Marriage
of Quality and Value
Welcome Back!
• Free lifetime diamond warranty
• Hand-selected to ensure quality
• Lowest prices everyday
RIVER RIDGE MALL
LYNCHBURG, VA 24502-2216

(804)237-5211

Hours 7 A M - 1 0 PM Mon. - Sun.

Party
Continued from Page 1
gives students the opportunity to
play crazy games and win free Tshirts," Dawn Fansler, a senior,
said.
Uperclassmen such as seniors
Dawn Coe and Stephanie Lewis
said they were happy to see old
friends at the party, but wished that
the organizers would come up with
new and innovative ideas like featuring a live Christian band.
Beck said that there are plans
to try to add different attractions
to the Block Party each year so
that it will become better and
more professional.
One new idea he mentioned for a
future Block Party is a one man
gyro that spins around in all different directions. Beck said he is also
working on getting a Bungcc jump
for another Block Party or even a
one-day event.
"This year we've definitely
learned the positive and negatives
from past block parlies, " the student director said.
Beck concluded that events
such as the Block Party gives organizers the chance to not only entertain the students but to minister to
them in a different way.
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Continued from Page 1
that she did not have a room.
While she and her parents were
incovenicnccd and more than a little irritated, she said there were a
few benefits that made the whole
ordeal worthwhile.
"In some ways, it's better than
being on campus. You get a TV, a
big bed all to yourself and clean
towels in the morning. The only
thing you don't get is maid service," she said.
The rooms on campus were filled
with the influx of new students.
Vice-president of admissions Jay
Spencer said Liberty recruitment is
gaining momentum.
"We're very aggressive in
recruiting because we believe in the
vision Dr. Falwcll has," Spencer
said. "We try to live up to our
m o U O _ w e ' r e the world's most
exciting university."

SCAREMARE
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HOUSE

OF

DEATH

CLEAN UP DAY
September 10,1994
Meet at 9:30 am, Lower R.H. Parking Lot
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slick as it looks?
When it comes to performance, it's what's inside
that counts. And if it's not Chevron Supreme
Motor Oil, you may want to make a
change. Chevron Supreme Motor Oils
are formulated to reduce engine deposits.
Provide superior anti-wear protection.
And deliver the Supreme performance
you deserve.
LU STUDENTS ONLYi - Get $2 oH oil Changs with this ad

Sjji Chevron
Simply Smarter'

Wards Road Chevron
2209 Wards Road
239-4539
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Editorial
... Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty.
II Corinthians 3:17

Curriculum shake-up
should not be source
of discouragement
The administration launched important curriculum
changes this summer that will affect the student body in
several ways. And, as in similar circumstances in the past,
students are tempted to balk at these modifications.
Although they might seem unnecessary and unfair, students
should see the changes in a larger light.
In past years, when Liberty was forced to make adjustments, some students began to grumble and gripe. This led
to low morale (not to mention some incredible rumors). Is
this really the manner in which Christian students should
react? No.
Christian students, under a Christian administration,
should be the first, not the last, to accept change and go on.
Secular university students who have seen recent changes
in their institutions (and there are many examples) might be
expected to not back their school in its decision making.
However, as believers, we should back our administration
wholeheartedly, even if we don't always agree.
Supporting the invisible "powers that be" who have canceled certain classes or even majors is essential in keeping
the spirit of Liberty alive. Some students have not realized
it yet, but this school was built on a vision and has been set
on a course from which it cannot turn. If the student body
is feeling growing pains of a major university set within our
small confines, it should appreciate the fact that the school
is actually growing.
As members of an elite group, we students must be prou.d
of our school and its accomplishments. Remember, you are
not alone in your frustrations, but Liberty's doors' wiU'open
again and again to welcome back students and to continue
growing. You will still get your degree, even if it's under a
different name, and your professors will still require the
same 20-page term papers each semester. So, buckle down
with your work and keep your spirits up. Liberty is still
your home away from home.

Welcome students!
"How was your summer?"
"When did you get back?"
Returning students across campus have answered these
two questions a hundred times already.
On the other hand, new students save their breath for asking all the questions like, "Where is the business office?"
Answer, please: "Well you see it's on the other side of that
barricade. You can either get some explosives and blast
your way through, or you can go around. Watch out though
— there are about 10 checkposts with some stringent
guards. Rumor has it there are landmines on the way as
well. I have mapped them out for the low price of $20."
To all of the new students, the Liberty Champion would
like to welcome you on behalf of the student body to the
world's most exciting university.
To all of the returning students, it's good to have you
back. By the way, don't bust your nose on the new wall by
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Budget cuts are not unique to Liberty;
downsizing has become national trend
As most students with any tenure
at Liberty arc aware, financial troubles are no stranger to this campus.
Since my first day at Liberty, I
can remember constant talk of
debt restructuring, faculty cutbacks
and even rumors about the possibilities of a school closing due to
financial debt.
Therefore, it was no surprise to
hear of the cutbacks made this summer in the curriculum and faculty
(If you arc not familiar with them,
please sec the cover story).
However, it is time for the students of Liberty University to face
reality. If you think that by transferring to another university you
will escape financial problems —
think again.
There is a growing problem
among colleges and universities all
across the nation — both private
and public. Private colleges are facing the rising costs of financial aid
due to inflation and other variables
and a small crop of college-age students, while public institutions
face state-mandated, mid-year budget cuts.
Also, schools of higher learning
no longer have such a surplus of
eager scholars graduating from
high school. In fact, according to a

recent article
in
The
Charlotte
Observer,
U.S. colleges
are now facing the lowest amount o f

)H^ 1

™

college-ace
students in 22 S H A N N O N D.
HARRINGTON
years.
A combination of these two problems has
caused both private and public
institutions to make cutbacks in
their budget. The approach that
schools Hike, however, varies.
Many schools answer these problems by lowering the amount of
need-based scholarships.
For example, according to the
Observer, Davidson College is no
longer promising full-need financial aid for its students for the first
time in decades. Also, the
University of North Carolina at
Charlotte meets only about half of
its students' need.
Tlic Chronicle of Higher
Education reported in 1993 that
Weslcyan College plans to reduce
its spending on financial aid from
unrestricted funds by 2.2 percent by
the 1996-97 academic year.

riculum.
Also, Santa Clara University has
Maybe the school learned fro
admitted that a new policy could
the
failures of the Worccst
reduce the need-based aid it offers
Polytechnic
Institute. According
to students from 96 percent of the
The
Chronicle
of High'
students' total need to 54 percent.
Education,
WPI
attempted
tv
Furthermore, many public instituyears
ago
to
control
its
financi
tions across the nation are using
aid costs by giving incoming fres
tuition increases to compensate for
men less-than-full need. In rcsu
mid-year budget cuts.
the WPI suffered from a dcclii
For example, according to The
in enrollment.
Chronicle of Higher Education,
By cutting financial aid or raisii
Northeast Louisiana University
tuition, Liberty may have suffen
responded to a 7.3 percent budget
the same consequences — loss
cut by raising its tuition by 14
students.
percent.
Time will tel
The state of "[Budget cuts] are a
however, if Liber
Montana faced the
growing problem took the corre
largest mid-year
cut
in
1993. among colleges and approach to cuttir
Montana
State universities all across its budget. Wii
University
then
very little decrca:
the
nation
—
both
by
in
the amount of
responded
its
financial
aid allopublic and private."
increasing
tuition by 18 percent.
cated to students this year, enrollCertainly, Liberty University
ment increased despite the curricucould have followed in the footlum cuts and consolidation.
steps of the many colleges and uniTherefore, judging by the
versities who have raised tuition or
encouraging numbers of students,
decreased financial aid in order to
the demand for an LU education
cut budgets.
has not suffered. The students have
However, the LU Board of
responded to the administration
Trustees and Financial Oversight
with their decisions to attend LU,
Committee chose to take a different
saying that they still value the eduangle — by consolidating the curcation they receive here.

American culture sinks deeper the day
Woodstock becomes cultural highlight
"Now we go live to Saugcrlies,
Woodstock was
New York. Woodstock '94, two
not exactly the
more days of peace and music, is in
kind of peace
full swing now . . . "
thai:
people
How many times did that sen- wish for after a
war. In other
tence, or something like it, come
w o r d s ,
barging through our televisions this
summer? Too many times, that's "Woodstock"
peace is not a
how many.
higher, idealis- MARK
Woodstock (both of them) have
tic peace. It is HASKEW
been described in worshipful tones
as the apex of music and culture in just the absence HMHHHBBBHUMB
America. Two days of peace and of any grand thought or intention,
either good or bad.
music, blah, blah, blah.
So much for a meaningful definBut Woodstock was just entertainment, or at least it should have ition of peace in modem society.
been. Its only claim to fame was its But what about love and hope?
incredible si/.e. Nevertheless, Why, these can be found on the
announcers and reporters continual label of Fruitopia — a fruit drink
to harp about the tremendous magic (with apparently ambitious plans)!
of it all.
While I have to believe that this
After being inundated with this frivolous use of ideals is nothing
type of talk, 1 finally began to won- more than a marketing strategy,
der about the depth of our culture. If what becomes of the gravity of
Woodstock is in fact the crowning idet.ls like these?
achievement of the modem
It suddenly appears that
American culture, then this culture American culture aims for nothing
has accomplished very little, and higher than the average and nothing
possibly even destroyed something lofler than material needs.
quite important.
In the same vein, American
Woodstock, when it all boils heroes are more often than not
down, was a big concert, nothing either athletes or musicians.
Although an athlete might be
more. Peace and music? Music,
yes. But while there wasn't a Los talented, this constitutes little supAngeles riot, the "peace" of pon for being an idol or hero.

Athletic talent is only the lowest
rung of admirable trails. A trait certainly cannot become any more
material or mundane than the flesh
and bone of a human body.
Shouldn't personal integrity and
honor be better criteria for heroism?
Of course, the lofty values of
most rock musicians are well-noted.
The fact is, the rock/MTV culture is
thoroughly nihilistic. Its glory is its
debasement of traditional values and
its determination to reach rock bottom (no pun intended).
Even the vaunted American
dream is now barely a wish for what
everyone else has. Cookie-cutter
houses are the norm now, with a
half-acre lot, a recessed doorway, 20
exact duplicates lining the street,
and no imagination. Modest
incomes are not at fault here; modest
design is.
To trace the root of this malaise
would be a difficult undertaking.
Perhaps it grows out of American
individualism, which in turn originated in the Reformation (Like it or
not, when so many denominations
are formed, it lends to germinate the
seed of relativism.).
A belter, or more likely, source
could be the pluralism - religious,
ethnic, and cultural -- which sprang
up in the United Slates in the 1800s.

Pluralism eventually gave way to
the social relativism rampant in the
20th century.
Relativism, then, causes people
to avoid controversial and important topics that could threaten the
cooperation and peace one finds
when you do avoid them
(Remember the phrase, "Never discuss politics or religion"?).
So, when the most inflammatory, challenging and important ideas
are avoided we are left with nothing but trivia to discuss. This leaves
very little substantial; just a lot of
fakery and fluff.
This is one track that can be
turned around, though.
Children can be taught to strive
for great goals and to be able to tell
the difference between what is OK
and what is a little better, and know
why. Not just in personal integrity
and religious doctrine, but also in
literature, the arts, architecture and
every other facet of life that should
not be taking orders solely from the
tyrant pragmatism.
An Orthodox priest once
described American culture as a
"fool's paradise," and rightfully so.
Without being offered a nutritious
cultural meal, it is time Americans
as a society be aware of the deeper
world and appreciate it.
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Faulty policies force Navy to put women on combat ships
By MICHELLE FANNIN
Assistant Copy Editor

Adm. Jeremy Boorda, the new
chief of naval operations, recently
announced that the Navy wants to
increase the number of female
recruits and plans to remove the ban
on women serving on submarines
and surface combat ships.
Even though feminists may call
this plan a victory, there is more
desperation than feminism to it and
perhaps some slick maneuvering
behind the decision as well.
Boorda is only now discovering
what would-be recruits realized
quite some time ago. Why enlist in
the Navy only to face base closure
in the near future?
After all, much of Clinton's campaign centered on cutting defense
spending - which is one promise he
actually put some action behind.
So now Boorda faces a dilemma.
According to Clinton, although the
military needs cutbacks, the Navy
cannot meet its recruitment goals.
In a recent article in the
Washington Times, Boorda stated, "We're recruiting against a
much smaller market. We've got to
do a better job. One way is to

expand the market. Get more
women to sign up.
"Now that we can put women in
combat ships, why would I want to
exclude half the population from a
recruiting market that is already
small?" he said.
It seems the recent Pentagon
decision to lift the ban on women
serving on combat ships was not
solely motivated by gender sensitivity. Merc business concerns
probably played a major role.
With the current administration,
military cutbacks seem inevitable
— bases will be closed, jobs lost
and families relocated. So why the
sudden concern about recruitment?
All of President Clinton's preelection speeches stated that the
United States faces no real threat in
the future. Hey, the Cold War is
over, isn't it?
Well, that was pre-election talk.
Since Clinton took over as commander-in-chief, there have been a
few, shall we say, "skirmishes."
Do the names Somalia and Bosnia
ring a bell?
Since he has taken office, perhaps
Clinton has realized that bad guys
actually do exist, sometimes posing
real threats to the United States.

In the midst of his revelation,
Clinton may have discovered that
without enough servicemen, the
idea of a military is useless, even in
"peacetime."
Meanwhile, the Navy and other
branches need recruits, but no one is
volunteering. Hence, the ban on
women on combat ships and submarines is lifted.
In so doing, Clinton's administration wins major brownie points with
feminist special interest groups, and
gives the Navy a relatively
untapped market to spur its recruitment efforts.
Never mind that ship and sub
modification (with the woman in
mind) will cost big. Even Adm.
Boorda admitted, "It costs money to
modify ships."
Never mind that gender integration in such cramped quarters may
lead to another Tailhook. Boorda
stated, "I don't think another
Tailhook is possible in this Navy. I
think our culture is different now."
Though his statement leads one to
believe that Tailhook occurred
many moons ago, the incident is as
ancient as 1991.
Apparently, all of these issues are
only peripheral to Adm. Boorda and

President Clinton.
The only thing that matters is
that, once again, the administration's policy of culling defense has
made a huge social controversy

into a shoot-from-the-hip, facesaving necessity.
Putting women into combat situations, even if it is voluntary, is a
very momentous decision.

j^SaBSiBSBI
To enact this policy because of
business concerns (itself motivated
by a faulty policy) is risky and
shortsighted. Hopefully, more
thought will be put into defense

Health care reform dictates summer news; United Nations
expect full advertising blitz from Democrats constitutes poor
nucleus for world
government
By JIM BOOTH
Champion Reporter

By now, Americans should be
well aware of the furious debate
over health care reform. The media
are consumed with talk of the
President, Hillary and all their
Democratic supporters in Congress.
Also, the media continues to present a liberal, distorted view of
health care reform, telling us that
Americans want and need the
reform when the opposite is true.
That the media should come to us
with these views is no surprise. It is
known all too well that the media
are on the side of the Clintons, not
of the American people.
The president is doing all he can

to get his health care reform passed
in Congress. Mainly, he started a
public relations blitz to persuade the
people of this nation to support his
own plan.
With the aid of the Democratic
National Committee, Clinton has
begun TV ads on CNN. Clinton also
has his Surgeon General, Joycelyn
Elders speaking in support of the
plan, although her paltry influence
over the public probably won't be
able to accomplish much.
Meanwhile, Congress also is
being bombarded with lobbyists
from the American Association of
Retired Persons, to labor unions
such as the AFL-CIO.
As health care reform goes to
Congress, we will hear endless

speeches coming from Democrats
who will claim that the pork in this
bill is good. In reality, if health care
reform is passed, it will help turn
this country into a socialized welfare state. Many of the socialistic
ideas of the Clintons were fostered
in the radical 60s, when the president attended Oxford.
The Clintons' bill of socialized
medicine can be defeated if the bill
can be voted on after the new congress members are elected in
November, because Congress will
have more conservative members at
that time than in this session. Why?
Voters will sec how big government really works (or doesn't work)
and will realize what needs to be
done. If the health care bill is

passed as President Clinton has proposed it, though, we will sec what I
believe to be the biggest tax
increase our generation will sec.
Besides this tremendous tax
increase, one of the biggest tinderboxes in the health care bill is the
government subsidization of abortion, which can only promise to
increase this dilemma in America.
Those who are opposed to abortion would be forced to carry the
bill for other people's abortions.
TV, newspapers and magazines
are talking about this issue night
after night, but we cannot forget to
be aware of what is going on in our
country and support those things
that arc biblical. All this talk about
health care is making me sick.

Fight against abortion must change
from violent acts to moral arguments
By DAVE SCHWARTZ
Champion Reporter

We at Liberty University are
undoubtedly committed to seeing
the end of abortion "rights" in this
country.
As young people, we possess
both the energy and the compassion
Proverbs 24:11, 12 commands to
rescue those innocent ones being
led away to death.
Clearly, the Operation Rescue,
law-breaking, fetus-throwing, clinic-bombing tactics currently being
employed are not delivering the
kind of results we arc looking for,
as abortion rates continue to climb.
In order to attack this crisis, a
search for the necessary, constitutional and biblical options would be
in order. While in no way do I claim
to have all of the answers, I have a
few thoughts on the problems of the

current pro-life movement and
some ideas with where the movement should be heading.
To begin with, nowhere does the
Bible sanction any form of civil disobedience under the current status
of abortion law. God tells us that
breaking the law is necessary only
when man's law requires that which
God forbids (i.e., any
form of sin), or man's pjjjlijijijjjljijljijljji
law forbids that which
God requires (e.g.,
praying, assembling
of believers, etc.).
The
distinction
must
be
made
between the government permitting a sin to be committed and forcing a citizen to commit
that sin.
For example, in China, the government is forcing the women to
abort any pregnancy after their first

child. In this situation one must
protect the life of the child just ais
did the midwives who saved
Moses' life in Exodus.
If we were to violate the law in
all incidences where sin was permitted by the government, how
would we fight drunkenness, extramarital sex and the like? This
would definittely be difficult.
But then
how docs ome
go about making
abortion
once again a
forbidde n
surgery? Weill,
thank God we live in America
where we have legal means with
which to fight this terrible injustice
to the unborn.
For example, we can vote and
campaign for pro-life candidates,
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run for office ourselves, open crisis
centers and homes for unwed mothers, but most importantly we can
pray and seek God's intervention.
In Ephcsians we arc told that our
war is not against flesh and blood,
but against the spiritual forces of
evil in the heavenly realm.
Thus, the real problem is not with
people having abortions, but with
people seeing abortion as an option.
The issue of abortion is not
something to be debated in the
physical or graphical sense, but
should be argued from a philosophical and moral standpoint.
Abortion is not wrong because
something that looks like a person
is being destroyed, but rather
because it is wrong to kill humans.
Hence, no amount of showing
disgusting pictures of mangled
fetuses will solve the issue once
and for all, nor is there any valid
evidence to prove that this method
has any substantial effect on the
rate of abortions in this country.
In fact, the murderous actions of
extremists such as Paul Hill almost
surely work against the pro-life
movement as a whole.
While pro-life groups protested
against Hill's shooting with one
voice, the entire movement is nevertheless easily painted with emotional charges like "Fanatics!" and
"Terrorists!" From now on, almost
any action pro-lifers lake will be
under skeptical scrutiny.
All students at this university
have the resources with which to
educate themselves on this issue, so
that they may present a pro-life
viewpoint in a logical manner.
Feminists and other pro-abortion
activists made abortion legal —
legally. How much easier should it
be for serious Christian activists to
make abortion illegal through legal
methods with God on our side?

By MARK HASKEW
Opinion Editor

Both George Bush and Bill
Clinton have coddled the idea of a
"new world order." The centerpiece
of this order is the United Nations.
While it has accomplished much, its
role in world government needs to
be clarified before we Americans
give it further sanction.
The United Nations' efforts in
peacekeeping, its military arm, during recent years has been decidedly
less than stellar. The most obvious
example to Americans is the United
Nation's indecisiveness in alleviating the war in the
former Yugoslavia.
Whether intervention is necessary is not the
question;
the
United
Nations
already decided intervention was its
duty in that troublespot.
However, its efforts were marred
by slow reflexes and diplomatic red
tape. For example, British military
officers in the field were delayed in
ordering air strikes against the
Serbian artillery because they needed permission from a Japanese
diplomat.
In fact, U.N. soldiers in the
region were actually taken hostage
by the Serbians. Obviously, their
authority was not acknowledged in
this instance. This type of incidence
only serves to weaken the U.N.'s
power in the future.
Another example of a failed U.N.
mission is Somalia. This action
does not need to be hashed over
again, and it is particularly painful
in the minds of Americans because
of the lives lost in that venture.
The United Nations conducts
peacekeeping operations in several
areas, and many of them have been
labeled "debacles" and "aimless."
The U.N.'s problems are the
same that any large organization
must face — more resources but
less speed and efficiency.When it
comes to military hot spots, speedy
decisionmaking is the more important quality to hold. There appears
to be two competing world views
concerning the role of the U.N.
The traditional view looks at the
world as a conglomeration of
nations that happen to be on the
lace of the same planet. They trade
and form alliances, but do not form
official governments over and
amongst each other. This view

would say each nation should care
for its own problems without forcing other nations into involvement.
This has been the viewpoint ol
mankind since the birth of modern
nations, notwithstanding imperial
efforts. Attempts to colonize and
subjugate other nations is not really
the same idea as one world government. It is simply an attempt to
make a larger nation.
On the other hand, the "new
world order" devotees try to create
a federalized Earth. Imagine the
states' rights-centralized government political camps which
embroiled
the
United States in the
first half of the 19th
century, only on a
global scale.
Resources
are
consolidated, but
removed far from
their source.
This centralized government of
the world, perhaps from Geneva or
some such city, probably does not
sit well with most Americans.
This is an era when citizens are
longing for decision making and
power to be located close to home.
For example, school boards are
being localized and there is increasing pressure on the U.S. federal
government to give more power
back to the states.
In addition, America is not at a
crucial point economically, politically or militarily. She has no pressing need to push herself into the
restrictive arms of an overseeing
world government.
Above all, as Christians we do
not want to see any type of substantial world government. This is the
yellow brick road for the
Antichrist's path to power.
So, while the idea of a world government has tantalizing benefits, its
risks simply outweigh them.
Too much bureaucracy, lethargy
and conflicting desires between
member nations will make such an
organization ineffective.
Perhaps the most compelling reason to avoid a supreme United
Nations is that there would be simply loo much power there for a person or group of people to be expected to handle it responsibly. It might
sound paranoid but it would be
much too easy, when running the
world, to abuse that type of power.
The possibilities
are
too
immense. As the saying goes,
power corrupts, and absolute power
corrupts absolutely.
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House dorms provide 'home away from home'
Melissa Farncr, a prayer leader, volunteered
to paint a light house on the beach
Champion Reporter
with a girl looking toward the light in order
to emphasize our dorm name. She presentWhat started as art experiment, has turned
ed a sketch of this drawing to her RD.
out to be a way of life for several resident
students. Last year, Liberty set aside four
She, in turn, shared this idea with Dean
guys* floors and four girls' floors to become Tracgcr, who approved it almost right away.
what is now known as the "house system
(Yes, things actually get taken care of right
dorms."
away on the house floor.) Ultimately,
Melissa painted the wall. It looks beautiful!
That means that these dorms have certain
In addition, these dorms can raise money
privileges that a regular dorm docs not,
to buy items for their
such as a prayer room.
lounges, such
as
lounge, TV and VCR
couches,
telephones,
"The
purpose
of
these
(for seniors only) and
video games, curtains
the express permission
dorms is to create a
and radios through
of the administration to
more homelike, unified
fund raisers approved
do just about anything
by their RDs. This in
to the floor regarding
atmosphere."
itself helps to create a
decorating.
dorm more like a
The purpose of these
dorms is to create a more homelike unified home.
atmosphere — more of a family relationship.
For example, The House of Light used a
As a result, students arc encouraged to return pie contest in order to raise enough money
to the same hall during the rest of their col- for a television.
lege years at Liberty.
To reach that goal, the hall held a raffle,
Hopefully, this type of atmosphere will and each resident could by a ticket for 50
also encourage house dorm residents to cents. For each ticket they bought, their
come back several years after graduation names were placed into a basket.
and reflect on the times they spent at their
Then, during hall meeting, three names
"home away from home."
were drawn. Each of these people was
The residents of dorm 25-2, took advan- handed a pie to hurl at a victim of their
tage of their options and created an identity choosing.
for their hall by naming it "The House of
"Commitment to higher standards of acaLight".
demics and Christian conduct" is another
The story of their hall mural is proof of the purpose of the house system dorms, accordmany things which can be done in the house ing to Michelle Bunts, RD of 25-2.
dorms. The dorm residents proposed to the
If I had to describe the house system in
Resident Director the possibility of painting three words, I would proudly say, "committhe hall wall between rooms 209 and 211.
ment, unity and godliness."

"What do you think
is the most significant
change on campus?"

By IVETTE HASSAN

"Behold, I
will do a new
thipg..." Isaiah
43:19

Sue Smith
Chambersburg, Pa.
"People are
happier this
year
and
more Christcentered."
Shelly TVeadway

Columbia, S.C

By LISA PARYS
Champion Reporter

phnlo by Jaion ChrUlnfi

CHECK — Kevin Jones (left) and Jason Dixon (right) divise their strategy.
has been growing ever since. Its membership now totals five, with four of these
members attending regularly.
Duncan said that the club didn't have any
members until a year after its creation.
"Because of that, we really didn't get

"The curfew change
doesn't let us
to,£ttend late
movies."

A HOUSE OF LIGHT — This mural (pictured above) is the result of a dorm
residents coming together in an effort to better their environment. Because of
extra privileges and added benefits, the house dorm system has received enormous support from its participants.

Chess Club seeks recognition, gain higher membership
When Charles Duncan arrived at LU several years ago, he found the campus lacking nothing — except the opportunity to
play the game he loved most.
Duncan, a senior pastoral major, then
decided to start the LU chess club.
An excellent player in high school, he felt
it necessary that he and other interested
people he given the opportunity to improve
their games.
Therefore, Duncan began his quest to
generate enough student interest and
administrative support to begin a club. His
perservcrence soon paid off, and the LU
chess club was formed.
Similar to other organizations and teams
on campus, the chess team is socially stimbcneficial as well as highly competitive.
However, unlike the other clubs and
teams on campus, the chess club is pretty
low-profile — but not by choice.
The scldom-heard-about organization,
created at the campus a year and a half ago,

Answers Please

astart... not too many people knew about the
club," he said.
-~
However, thingshave improved since last
year. The club has gained a higher membership and evensponsored a tournament
last year, though the audience consisted of

only one person.
Duncan's job is definitely not an easy one.
The most frustrating problem Duncan has had
to face, as president, is getting the word out
on campus that the club exists so that more
people will come and participate.
"We tried to get it announced in chapels but
that didn't work out. We also placed several
ads in the newspaper, but, still, not too many
people know about it," he said.
Duncan has thoroughly enjoyed his participation in the club even though the work that
he is required to perform as founder and president of the club is not easy.
As president, Duncan's main goal for the
future of the club is that they will be able to
grow in membership and skills until they
reach the point where they can compete
against other colleges and universities.
"It is awfully hard work sometimes. I have
to be consistent with myself as a president trying to get people to come to the club to make
it fun so that we can play against different
people," he said.
This year, Duncan hopes his hard work and
dedication to the club will be rewarded.

Todd Ramsey
Amherst, Ohio.

"The flowers are much
prettier."

Carrie Wiser

Castle Creek, N.Y.

"Assigned
seats
in
chapel."

Kris Bouslough
Roaring Spring, Pa.

LU welcomes back students with a variety of activities
Truth, "Catacombs" and Block
Party help start off semester right

Louis Hrebar,senior
(left),
tests
his
strength at the semiannual Block Party.
The
cast
(near
right), of the drama
"Catacombs" portays a climatic scene.
Members of the
travelling
singing
group, Truth (far
right), perform for
students in the first
concert of the year.
fthotoi by Jaton Chriilofi
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The heart of a
committed Christian
The 1994-1995 academic year at Liberty
University is underway. A new year often means
new commitments to different people or things -the
resolution to write family and friends, the pledge to
study to hard, or the promise to take care of the car.
The list of responsibilities goes on.
For a while, it seems as if we are strong enough
and able enough to carry out our duties, but then we
fall back to our old ways and do not keep up with
them.
Likewise, cither consciously or unconsciously,
most of us have made some type of commitment to
the Lord to be faithful to Him while at Liberty.
Sadly, just like many of our other well-meant
endeavors, our efforts to remain faithful to the Lord
end in failure.
Indeed, for many it would appear that faithful

commitment to Jesus Christ is like a yo-yo. There is a
period of victorious living and obedience, then there is
an immediate period of defeated living and rebellion.
Thus, the questions we should be asking ourselves at
the genesis of this semester arc, "What does it
mean to follow Christ faithfully? and How can
1 faithfully follow Him?"
In a year that is sure to harbor temptations of
failure, complacency, and even spells of wandering in our relationship with the Lord, we
need to hold fast to the solution found in Luke
9:23.
This Scripture contains the "terms" of
being a disciple of Christ. It reads "And
He [JesusJ said to them all, 'If any
man will come after me, let him deny
himself, and take up his cross daily,
and follow me."
In this verse alone, 3 keys are
given to help us rediscover the
life of the committed Christian.
The first is that there must be a
definite denial of self. A definite

denial is the only way to lead a consistently emptiedout life before the Lord.
A solid decision must be made to deny our own
interests, desires, and needs so that we can view Jesus
Christ as our only passion.
The committed believer is one that willfully
humbles himself and accepts all that Christ asks
or commands.
Secondly, daily death must occur to be a committed Christian.
Definite denial of self is the initial yielding to
be completely Christ's, but daily death is the
continual, on-going re-affirmation of
our submission.
The cross symbolizes
death. Thus, when Christ used
the figurative phrase "lake up
his cross," He meant that one
who follows Him must die
daily to his pride in face of
Christ's will.
Just as Jesus, the Son of
iod, submitted His own life to

the Father's will to the point of death on a cilps's, so
too should followers of Christ submit their ljves to
His will.
This means praying when you don't feel like it, or
rejecting sinful thoughts in your mind when you
really want to indulge them.
Definite denial does not end simply with one
choice, but it goes on every hour of every day in die
lives of the faithful as daily death.
Thirdly, dedicated devotion must be in the heart
of a committed Christian. We were not called by
Christ to devote ourselve to a mere rule or a creed.
Christ commands us to "follow me."
In other words, the Christian is not to deny himself continually because of a sense of obligation, but
because of His devotion to Jesus Himself!
Before one more day of this semester ends, take
some time alone with God and make the decision to
be fully His — totally committed to His glory in
both thought and deed.
And throughout this school year, continually ask
yourself, "What would Jesus do?" in all of your situations and tasks.
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Lifestyle
The Freshman's
Guide to
Liberty University
1 . Senior Dorms

r

5 . Spirit Rock

Points of Interest

o

Since most freshmen live here, I
don't think much explanation is necessary.
Unfortuanately, many freshmen
seem to think that living in the
Senior dorms entitles them to occupy Senior parking spaces as well.
Freshmen, this is a myth.

e ©o

o

1991 annual addition of stop
sign.

e
o

1992 annual addition of stop
sign.
1993 annual addition of stop
sign.
1994 annual addition of stop
sign.
Site of 1995 annual future stop
sign.

O

You and a car full of friends will
cruise this area nightly in search of
your future mate. This is a crucial
requirement of the freshman class.
Also known as "The Furnace." If
you want to announce that you are
a freshman, try this:
During a basketball game, make
sure you knock someone down in
your effort to catch those little,
plastic balls the cheerleaders throw
at halftime.
No one will mind your aggression! After all, they're worth a ton
of money and I've heard that no
two are tta same.
A dream come true for all you
budding vandals out there.

e
©

o

Courtyard Fountain + An
incredibly unimaginative person +
A pathetic social calendar =
Bubbles in the Courtyard
Fountain
You freshmen will catch yourselves gravitating toward the business office in the next couple of
weeks for no reason. It has
become a habit — sort of like the
upperclassmen gravitating to the
wall beside the library.
Not only does Marriott offer
you delicious and nutritious
meals, you can finish those 138
pages of biology while standing in
line.

— Map by Todd Hirshman, Graphics Editor
— Copy by Amy Morris, Feature Editor
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Flames football team equipped for playoffs
will continue to run their complex
pass routes.
Champion Repot ter
It will again be die job of return"Unpredictable" could be the ing quarterback Antwan Chiles to
word used by opponents to describe read die pass coverage and blitzes
what will happen in the Flames and deliver Uiat strike to one of his
receivers.
offensive backfield this season.
"(Chiles) holds the pulse of diis
With the addition of former Penn
State running back J.T. Morris to football team," Rutigliano said.
"He's the one who pulls die trigLiberty's established passing
attack, defenders will be forced to ger," die coach continued.
In hisfirstseason widi Liberty as
play "honest against die run," Head
a sophomore transfer in 1993,
Coach Sam Rutigliano said.
During the past five years, LU Chiles slowly worked himself into
the starting role
has featured a passmmmmmm^mm
splitting time
ing attack Uiat often
'On a scale of one after
widi last year's
put up more than
to 10, we're now senior quarterback
300 yards in the air
per game, but the
about an eight or Travis Wilemon.
threw for
numbers on die
nine as compared Chiles
1,487 yards and
ground and on die
to last year being nine touchdowns,
scoreboard weren't
while giving up
always quite as
a six or seven."
seven interceptions.
admirable.
—Sam Rutigliano
The biggest ques"Morris gives us
Head Football Coach tion mark in the
a whole other
Flames offense is the receiving
dimension," Ruti- gliano said.
"(Morris) has all the ability to corps. Dion Cook is the team's only
rush for 1,500 yards this season," returning starter at wide-out. Last
Rutigliano said. "We must utilize season he ran pass patterns in the
J.T. and get him the ball any way we shadow of Jones and McKnight
catching 15 receptions for 199
can," he continued.
"Rather dian throw for 300 yards, yards. His numbers should go up
we'll try running for 150 to 175 a considerably this season, diough, as
should those of junior Kris
game," Rutigliano said.
Even though the Flames will try Bouslough.
Bouslough saw limited action in
to control the game with their
all
11 games last year and has been
ground attack, Rutigliano isn't
groomed
as a leader on the field.
changing his offensive formation.
However, by the end of the 1993
Morris will be the lone set back on
the field in Rutigliano's pro-set for- season, Rutigliano said he was conmadon, meaning Flames receivers cerned about the experience level of
By CAIN CLAXTON

his receivers and forecasted the
position to be a problem area.
Then came the LU men's basketball team trip to the NCAA tournament last March, and oddly enough,
Rutigliano's outlook began to
change for die better.
He said die exposure diat the
men's basketball team brought to
Liberty increased the interest in the
university's football program. In
came a host of talented transfers
and freshman recruits to fill the
depth charts at receiver.
Though there has been concern
regarding die experience of
Liberty's receivers, Rutigliano's
greatest problem area has been the
defensive backfield. Last season,
LU gave up big gains through the
air as they gained maturity. Brian
Johnson and Marcus Leggett both
started several contests as freshmen
last season and are LU's most experienced defensive backs.
The Flames sought out quality
transfers and freshmen from around
the country to improve the defensive secondary, and Rutigliano said
he found what he was looking for in
junior college transfer Brian
McGoldrick, who will start at free
safety. Tony Covington, a sophomore, gets the nod to start at right
cornerback.
Several big changes were made
on the Flames' defensive front.
Most noticeable is die move of 295pound senior Eric Autenreith to the
defensive line from offensive
guard. He'll give opponents something to diink about as well as

photo by Dave Dcrarilmer

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT — Running back Lawrence Worthington (32) sees an open lane
during practice last Saturday, August 27, as the Flames prepared for this season.
returning defensive tackle Manson
"On a scale of one to 10, we're Rutigliano expects Saturday night's
Clark. They will start opposite of
now about an eight or nine as com- game versus Concord to do the
each other at right and left defen- pared to last year being a six or same in preparadon for a grueling
sive tackle. The addidon of 6 foot, seven," Rutigliano said.
three-game road trip to Villanova,
eight inch transfer Trey Sardn from
The Flames will open the season Toledo and Boise.
Michigan State could give oppos- against Concord diis Saturday night
Rudgliano said that if the Flames
ing quarterbacks fits if he can
at 7:30 in the LU Stadium.
can come out of the first four
knock down passes.
In a game that usually serves as games at 3-1, he thinks his squad
Rutigliano said diis year's squad
a confidence builder for the LU will be able to finish the season in
is die best he's had since coming to squad (Liberty has won both prior similar fashion since four of the last
Liberty in 1989.
meetings by wide margins), five games will be played at home.

Swinton leads men's track into national spotlight during summer
ings. Liberty came in front of such powerhouses
like Notre Dame, Navy, Virginia
Sports Editor
and Penn State.
"It seems as if we've gained a lot of
Not everyone went home immediately
after classes last semester to kick back, respectability in track circles," Head Coach
relax and recuperate from the semester. Brant Tolsma said. "As a result of that, they
Instead, the Liberty track program was busy referred to us a couple of times in Track and
Field News, a magazine which is a worldmaking a national name for itself.
The LU men's track team overachieved wide publication, and a lot of track people
as it placed second at the 1994 IC4A read it
"We've always been fighdng to try to be
Outdoor Championships from May 19-22,
considered a contender, but now I think
leaving its goal of a topfivefinishbehind.
A fifth place finish in die 1994 Eastern they are grandng us that status among the
Collegiate outdoor rankings further major schools," Tolsma condnued.
While Liberty's program as a whole
summed up a dazzling season for the men.
The rankings, based on a team's overall stepped into the national spodight, some
strength, included all Eastern teams from individuals took the opportunity to turn
Maine to Virginia as well as members of the national eyes on themselves. Junior Jacob
IC4A and ECAC that were not Eastern Swinton, LU's 1994 team MVP, and Ryan
schools such as Notre Dame, East Carolina Werner earned All-American status at die
NCAA National Championships in Boise,
and West Virginia.
Only Princeton, Army, George Mason Idaho from June 1-4.
Swinton, Liberty's first All-American in
and West Virginia topped LU in the rankBy JOSHUA COOLEY

a running event, and Wemer joined an elite
group of tracksters of which only the top
eight runners in the country are selected.
"An All-American used to be somediing
that was kind of rare for us," Tolsma said.
"We had one in '89 and one in '93, but now
as guys are doing this and people know
them, I think that raises the desire and
expectadons of some of the odier guys on
die team to reach that bvel because it seems
more attainable," he continued.
However, Swinton was notfinishedwidi
just an All-American tide. He participated
in the US A Track and Field Championships
in Knoxville, Tenn., on June 15 and went
into the weekend competing at the Sunshine
Games in Florida vffihiuftg, &c 100 and 200
meter runs.
His success spawned an invitation to represent the South team at the U.S. Olympic
Festival in St. Louis, Mo. He claimed two
bronzes, one in the 4 x 100 meter relay and
another in the 100 meter dash.

"He (Swinton) graduates in 1996 which
is the Olympic year, so I'm not thinking too
much about after his graduation," Tolsma
said. "We have some very major goals in
the next two years, and if he achieves those
goals, he'll be a world-class sprinter while
he's still in college.
"He's not far from diat now. In fact, die
fastest time he ran this year (in the 100
meters) would have won the 1976 Olympic
Games."
Tolsma envisions some specific achievements for this year's team. He wants the
men to "stay in the top five in die IC4As,"
send five athletes to the national championships" andfinishin the top 20 (in national^."
Concerning the women's team, the coach
wants to see it "climb into the top 20 in the
ECAC" and "score in the nationals." The
Big South Conference championship title is
another banner the coach wants to hang Jacob Swinton
after the '94 season.
1994 Track MVP

Financial restraintsfindsports;
wrestling and golf targeted this year
By RICH MACLONE
Champion Reporter

photo by J IWOII ('In L-.ii.fi

ALL BALL —Soccer player Matt Sinclair (middle) gets aggresive in practice.
STEVESTROUT

Sports: An escape
from reality, problems
A few months ago, I was sitting in a small barbershop in Winston-Salem, N.C., waiting for what turned
out to be a military-style haircut. Glancing through my
reading options, 1 stumbled across Field and Stream,
Popular Mechanics and Redbook. However, my
resume does not include fishing, oil changes or giving
my friends complete makeovers. Needless to say, die
search for stimulating literature continued.
Sports Illustrated is always great reading material
for a sports fan, so 1 dived into die publication headfirst expecting great insight on the two-point conversion changing pro football or baseball's great records
being pursued by the stars of today. Instead the cover
simply read. . .MURDER,
A scnsationalislic marketing ploy just to sell die
product to mainstream readers, I figured, but inside
would be great sports talk. Instead, the stories profiled
a brutal double- homicide, statistics on die problem of

spousal abuse in America and afinancialprognosis on
collective bargaining and salary arbitration.
Sports have no value to society whatsoever when the
sports page resembles the police beat of the New
York Times. We in America love sports because
they have operated seemingly in a vacuum for so
many decades apart from die problems dial »
plagued every other aspect of life. The biggest
controversy in sports diree decades ago was
when Ted Williams made more money dial die
president"Wilh all respect to presi
dent, I had a better year than be
did," he said about his salary.
In attempting to distance
themselves from die social
ills dial plague die games i
they love, sports fans must J
engage in a process of
self- examination. Why
is il dial diey love sports so much'/
Sports make us feel \
young again. It lakes us j

During the summer, financial
problems loomed over two Liberty
University athletic teams. The
men's wrestling team was disbanded completely, while die golf team's
budget was cut Golfing at Liberty
is still an NCAA Division 1 varsity
sport but die golfers must fund
themselves.
Cuts were made all over campus,
widi die adiletic deparunent unable
to miss diefinancialaxe.
"We lost several personnel members — not only die ones in the
wresding program, but all over

the deparunent" Athletic Director
Chuck Burch said.
Burch added diat one reason
wrestling was singled out was
because die team was not a member
of the Big South Conference but
was the only LU sport in the
Colonial Athletic Conference.
Therefore, the loss of the
wrestling team did not "cause any
cause for concern among our Big
Soudi constituency...or raise questions among our Division 1 stability," Burch explained.
The wresders dial were on scholarship will continue to receive die
financial assistance for the remainder of dieir education at LU.

back to boyhood days of dreaming about hitting a dramatic home run to capture a championship. Emmitt
Smith runs die ball for all of us who have dreamed
lbout being in the Super Bowl. We live our lives
through our heroes of sports because, quite
frankly, our own lives lack the passion and
excitement generated by sports.
Sports are an escape. They are supposed to be
fun. Sports lake us away from die all die problems dial plague suburban America. Why worry
about putting a second mortgage on the house
while interest rates are low when you
can instead occupy your mind with
questions of how to pilch Frank
Thomas or contain Barry Sanders?
America has a love affair
with spoils because diey bring
people togedier. Sports can
bridge ;uiy gap of racial,
social or elhnic differences.
People of all backgrounds
and levels of income can ride
die subway together and talk

"It's a very difficult decision. If
you look at the history of wresding
since the athletic program's inception, it has been one of the most
successful programs," Burch added.
Golf, diough, wasn't dismantled,
but its budget was eliminated.
The team is being funded through
"The Masters Club," an organization of supporters who contribute
funds and equipment for the LU
golfers.
Like the wrestling team, the
golfers on scholarship will continue
to receive die financial assistance
they received before.
Golf scholarships will continue
See Budget Cuts, Page 10

about the Yankees' pitching or how Mickey Mantle
would mop up diefioorwidi Ken Griffy Jr.
Sitting in the stands at Fenway Park, we are not
black or white. We are not millionaires or food stamp
recipients. We are just sports fans; somehow we feel
bonded togedier.
The love of sports is also a family affair. It's about
tradition and heritage diat often dips into several generations. In new England, Red Sox baseball is shared
by so many people dial the Red Sox become part of
die fatally,
My grandfather talked about traveling to Fenway to
cheer on Ted Williams in the historic rivalry against
the Yankees and Joe DiMaggio in the '40s and '50s.
My Dad has fond memories of Ya/. leading Boston into
bailie agaiOS! Mickey Maude and Roger Maris in the
'60s and'70s.
Those memories are as vivid for diem as my modern
day recollections of Wade Boggs and Roger Clemens.
Yes, Williams, Ya/, and Boggs all played here but more
importantly Dad and Grandpa sat here. We all shared
a common bond the love of sports and our sons.
It is time for the fans to take back die giune.
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Veteran football player honored
By JOSHUA COOLEY
Sports Rditor

One of the most recent awards
formed at Liberty, The Student
Athlete of the Week Award, was
bestowed upon football defensive
lineman Adam Makkai this week to
start the new school year.
The award, initiated at the beginning of the 1993-94 basketball season, is intended to spotlight Flames
athletes who excel in their athletic
and academic work.
"I have felt for a long time at
Liberty that we don't promote athletes; we do not promote students at
Liberty as well as we need to,"
Assistant Athletic Director Mike
Hall said.
"I thought this would be a good
vehicle to express our appreciation
for the extra effort that they do athletically and academically. I wanted our other student athletes to have
people, their peers, to look up to,'*
he continued.
Makkai, a sports management
major from Littleton, Colo., has
excelled in the classroom with a 3.4
grade point average (GPA) while

Adam Makkai

LU Defensive Lineman
striving to remain a football player
despite reconstructive knee surgery.
"He has been very, very consistent during his time at Liberty in his
academic work," Hall said.
"He also completed a practicum
for the Sports
Information
Department, and from the comments that they had given, he was

very, very helpful to their department staff," he explained.
Additionally, Makkai's knee
surgery and his status as a nonscholarship player on the team have
been more things to deal with.
"I really appreciated (the award)
because it really means a lot to mc
that I have worked hard and somebody noticed," Makkai said.
The veteran attributes the honor
to "discipline" and "working hard in
everything" he docs.
With the football season closing
in fast, Makkai has certain goals to
accomplish.
"I'd like to be able to play a lot.
I'd like to finish the season healthy
and keep a good attitude. I'd like to
continue to keep my grades up
where they've been," he said.
To receive The Student Athlete of
the Week Award, an athlete must
generally have a 3.0 cumulative
GPA unless he has completed "an
excessive number of hours or he did
it with a very, very big mountain to
overcome," according to Hall.
The recommendation of a faculty
member and a coach arc important
commodities for the award.

FRESH 73%
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Ladies' soccer expects improvement
the Liberty record for career goals
(34) and career points (82).
Champion Reporter
Senior defender Elana Sciple and
The Lady Flames soccer team
last year's captain and midfielder
returns this year with a mission: to Jcnicc Olivcras will return to make
excel
at
the
Big
South
a strong impact.
Championship on Nov. 3. To
"Our team came in stronger this
accomplish its mission, the team
year not only physically, but spirimust be one of the top six teams in
tually," Sciple said.
the conference.
Junior defender Beth Aldridgc
After a disappointing 1-12-1
returns after experiencing a bad
1993 season, the Lady Flames arc
knee injury last year; she is expectpre-ranked at the bottom of the Big
ed to be a key performer this year.
South Conference this season.
Sophomore midfielder Kendra
• M H M M H H Bcndgs converted
Ken Perkins and • H M B B
Mark Scnitz will
"We are unified, from the forward
position, which she
lead the team as the
played her freshman
first head-coaching and the team work
tandem at Liberty. ethic is higher, but year, to an effective
position.
Perkins has been
our sole purpose fullback
"The unique thing
assistant coach for
is to glorify God." about this team is
the past two years
under Kerry St. John
— Ruth Fisher our unity in Christ.
and specializes in Sophomore Defensive Player With a team whose
center is Christ, how
defensive play.
-^^—^^—i
can we lose?" Bendgs asked.
"Everyone came back in good
Other returnees expected to
shape, and that's good because now
make an immediate impact are
we can spend more time on strategy
rather than conditioning," the new juniors Tcri Lee, Alisa Ontiveros
and Suzctte Rocsch.
head coach explained.
Returning sophomores are midScnitz begins his first year as
fielders Christine Alonge and Cori
head coach with his concentration
Tallman. Sophomores playing
on the field being offensive strategy. He was also a four-year member defense are Kara Crosby, Ruth
of the men's soccer team and holds Fisher, Cara Rosser, Jennifer
By MICAH GAUDIO

Wissengcr and Mary Zwart.
"We arc striving to play our best
and achieve success so we can
more effectively share Christ with
those whom we come in contact
with," Zwart commented
"We arc unified, and the team
work ethic is higher, but our sole
purpose is to glorify God," Fisher
further commented.
"Our love for the game is
stronger this year, as well as our
love for God," Crosby added.
The team has seven newcomers
on the roster which include freshman
goalkeeper
Shannon
Hutchison, who competed with
Missions Athletic International in
Russia this past summer.
Other freshmen arc midfielders
Valerie Beckford, Lisa Deur and
Dawn Kepani.
Freshman Opal Golden and
Jessica Kurth will be playing the
forward position. Freshman Beth
Owens will be used as a defender.
Looking ahead at the team's
schedule, Perkins feels the toughest
opponent this year will be the
University of North Carolina
Greensboro, ranked number one in
the Big South.
- The team begins their '94 campaign home against UNC Charlotte
on Saturday, Sept. 3, at 4 p.m.

New talent to strengthen men's soccer
By JAIME ROSANO
Champion Reporter

Two words could be used to
describe the 1994 Liberty Flames
men's soccer team: depth and versatility.
One of the things that plagued the
1993 team was injuries. Without
good depth or versatility there was
nothing the Flames could do but
watch as a chance for a championship season slipped slowly
through their fingers.
This year promises more depth
off the bench. Despite losing three
key players to graduation, the team
gained three experienced transfer
students, one of whom is Joel
Johnson. Johnson comes to Liberty
after playing at the NCCAA
(Christian) level and finishing third
in the nation in scoring.
The other two are Casey
Rein, from Central Washington
University, and Andreas Mcza from
Cali, Columbia. These three newcomers combined with the returners
and freshmen give the team options
if injuries do occur.
According to Head Coach Bill
Bell, right now is an experimental
time for the team.

"We're trying to find the right
blend,". Bell commented on the preseason games.
The team also has versatility.
Jesse Barrington played forward
last season, and he is now moving
to defender.
Sophomore Brad Kcllum can be
used as a midfielder or a forward.
Jeff Johnson, a junior and brother
of Joel Johnson, can also be used at
cither midficld or forward.
The team is also very diverse,
with many players representing
many different countries.
"Everyone comes from different
backgrounds," Wendall (J.R.)
Bassett said.
Senior James Wright is expected
to be a key offensive weapon. His
present ranking is ninth in the top
15 career point leaders for the
Flames. Now in his final season,
Wright has been an important asset
to the Flames offense.
Bell says the team would like to
be more aggressive. Scoring more
goals is its main focus on the field
for this year.
Besides all the practices and
strengthening exercises, the head
coach has another approach to success for his team.

"For us to achieve our target of
scoring more goals, the whole team
must be in tune spiritually," he said.
The coach wants to be sure that
his players arc setting a good example for the teams they come in contact with. Not only must they try to
win games, but they must have a
good testimony when they play.
"The focus has got to be on the
Lord. It doesn't matter if you are
the top team or have the best players. If Christ isn't the center of the
team, then you can't do it," Bell
stated. He feels that his team members must play every game for the
Lord and then God will honor their
faithfulness to Him.
Beginning their fourth season in
the Big South Conference, the
men's soccer team is once again
trying to capture the championship.
The Flames are looking forward to
an exciting season.
Final decisions concerning the
starters are being made during the
preseason games. Coaches are
watching the players to see who
works best together. They arc anticipating the 1994 season.
The team's first regular season
game is Monday, Sept. 5, at home
against Lincoln Memorial at 2 p.m.

Kaoihall
The team begins their schedule at home against Concord on Saturday, Sept. 3, at 7:30 p.m., at home.

LIMIT 5 LBS. L B .

LOW PRICES

FRESH

£89
,79

CANTALOUPE

Women's, Swvtrr
The Lady Flames start the season against UNC Charlotte at home on Saturday, Sept. 3, at 4 p.m., at home.
Womt-n's Volleyball
The Lady Spikcrs travel to open the season at the Navy Trident Invitational on Sept. 2-3, at a time to be
announced.

Cress (•wunlry

. . . . . . . . .

The cross country squad will not have a meet this week, but instead, iney begin then season on Saturday, Sept.
10, at the UNC Wilmington Invitational at a time to be announced.

GREAT VALUE

L O W PRICES

PEPSI OR
DIET PEPSI

HT HAMBURGER
OR HOT DOG BUNS
24 PK.
12 OZ.
CANS
8
COUNT
WEEKLY SPECIAL

IN THE DELI-BAKERY

HUNTER ALL NATURAL
ICE CREAM

CHICKEN

HALF
GALLON

HARRIS TEETER...THE BEST IS WHAT WE'RE AIL ABOUT

2

BUY ONE 5.5-10 OZ. PKG.

IN THE DELI-BAKERY SUCED TO ORDER M

EAGLE CHIPS
AND GET ONE

DOMESTIC
HAM
LB.

REG. OR LIGHT CHOICE

PRESIDENT'S CHOICE

SOUR CREAM ;

Mtn's Swvtr
The men's soccer team kicks oil this year's season hosting a contest against Lincoln Memorial on Monday,
Sept. 5, at 2 p.m., at home.

.99

BROCCOLI ..BUNCH
WHITE
7n(R149
POTATOES
'sVcfl
CRISP
CARROTS 7 l£. BAG
RED OR BLACK
PLUMS
i

MEAT

STATE FAIR
CORN DOGS &

.89
49
1

SOFT
6PK.
DRINKS 'SISPRESIDENT'S CHOICE

CRISP & THIN
CRACKERS 8

1 9 9

.99
.99

Prices Effective Through Sept. 6, 1994
Prices in This Ad Effective Wednesday, August 31. Through Tuesday, September 6.1994 In Our Lynchburg Stores
Only We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities None Sold To Dealers We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps
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Women's volleyball sets bearings on NCAA Tourney in 1994
Team seeks to move
above, beyond Big
South success of
1992 Lady Flames
ByMICAHGAUDIO
Champion Reporter

The game plan for the 1994 Lady
Flames volleyball team is to devour
the entire Rig South Conference
and cam the trip to the NCAA
Championship.
Head Coach Chris Fletcher led

the 1992 team to the Big South
Finals. Now in her third year, the
team's focus is to regain control.
Five lcttcrmen will return this
year. Three of those were starters,
but the Lady Flames will miss graduates Brooke Moody, Tricia Nice,
Katie Ritter, and
Amanda
Wickcrsham.
This year's team will rely on
seniors Nikki Keznor and Lori
Mattson to take control.
Kcnzor led the team with 509
digs in 1993 while also recording a
career-high 321 kills, which places
her second on Liberty's career digs

list behind Theresa Bream.
Mattson finished last year with
328 kills and 386 digs, both career
highs for the veteran.
"I'm expecting Nikki and Lori to
step up and take control this year,"
Fletcher said.
"Were going to need them to
show the freshmen exactly what it
takes to get over that hump and into
the tournament and then into the
NCAAs," Fletcher continued.
Junior Diane Martindalc is
expected to be the top leader in kills
as an outside hitter. She led the
Lady Flames last year with 385

kills and 63 aces.
Sophomore Joi Rickard will be
looked upon to provide depth in the
backcourt this fall.
The Lady Flames gained a standout player when they obtained
freshman Lalisha Brewer, who was
named Best Female Volleyball
Player in Virginia Beach as a senior
in high school.
"Latisha has a great vertical leap
and is a strong versatile player,"
Keznor said about her new. talented
teammate.
Another freshman expected lo
make an impact is Stacy Collier,

who at 6 feet, 2 inches will be
counted on as a strong hitter and
excellent blocker.
Freshman Ashcly Fletcher is
mostly known for her accurate setting and will likely start this year.
Another freshman who is likely
to start is Lccana Miller.
"She is a strong outside hitter and
just a great all-around player,"
Keznor said.
The first game for the Lady
Flames will be at home against the
Radford University Highlanders on
Thursday, September 1, at 7 p.m., in
the LU Multi-Purpose Center.

Nikki Keznor
Senior Volleyball Player

—Budget Cuts—
Continued from page 8
to be awarded annually.
Unlike wrestling, golf will also
continue to be a varsity spori.
Although the university will not be
funding the golf team, it will sponsor the team as a member of the
NCAA and the Big South
Conference.
Head Coach Frank Landrcy, after
a positive season last year, continues to keep his head up and is looking forward to the upcoming 199495 season.
The team won its first two
Division 1 tournaments in its history last season.
"I sec good things up ahead for
Liberty golf, and I think that this
could be a premier sport at Liberty
if, God willing, the program gets
good opportunities," the coach
commented.
In order to raise money for the
upcoming season, the golf team, in
cooperation with the "Masters
Club", is holding the Liberty
University Athletics Golf Marathon
on Monday, Oct. 10, at Ivy Hills
Golf Club. •
"On October 10, 40 golfers and 1
arc going to risk total exhaustion
and a possible coronary to help
make a difference in the lives of our
student athletes at Liberty
University," Landrcy said.
During the marathon, the golfers
will play as many holes of golf as
they can. They will be playing for
donations that will be given on a
per-hole basis.
Landrcy hopes that the marathon
will only be a beginning to
fundraising. While nothing has yet
been solidified, more fundraising is
in the works.
"We're looking at new uniforms,
and we just got new bags. While
these things are very nice, they cost
money," Landrcy added.
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Simplify, simplify"
Henry David

Thoreau

"Hey, that's not a bad idea!'
AT&T

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
RUN A CLASSIFIED AD
PLEASE CALL MRS. ELLIOT
AT 582-2128.
IF For Rent: Nice Brick ranch off
Route 221 near Sweet Zoo. S650
plus deposit. No pets. Available
now. 703-297-23IS
Spring Break 495 - Sell TRIPS,
EARN CASH & GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services is now
hiring campus representatives.
Lowest rates to Jamaica, Cancun,
Daytona and Panama City Beach.
Call 1-800-648-4849
Walkout basement: 2 bedrooms, 1 large living room,
kitchen and bathroom. All furnished. Prefer female students,
Call 239-9562
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AT&T

FOR RENT: 2 BR house in
Madison Heights to married couple
or single person with gocxl credit
history. No pets. S325 plus
deposit. (703)297-2318

Universal

aftis 3^h imn
Y«jou»ru

If you have experience working at
Dairy Queen or need a job, see
Dr. Hall in TE 113 or apply in
person at Waierlick Dairy Queen,
Waterlick Plaza Shopping Center.
Day & night positions available.

AI&T Universal MasterCard.
The credit, cash and calling card. All in one.

LIBERTY EMERGENCY
SERVICES
LIBERTY CRIME LINE
Liberty Emergency Services is
offering, on an ongoing basis,
REWARDS UP TO $500
school bill credit for information
leading to die ARREST and
CONVICTION or
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
of anyone committing a crime at
Liberty University.
All calls are confidential.
HELP MAKE OUR
CAMPUS SAFE.

The AT&T Universal MasterCard. No annualfee—ever.Access to cash at over 350,000 locations.
Plus an AT&T calling card. Because life should be contemplated. Not complicated.
Call 1800 438-8627 to request an application.

AT&T

582-7611
<
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